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Democratic Progressive Party Mission in the U.S.

For immediate release 
Nov. 26, 2019

President Tsai: Taiwan and the US stand up for Hong Kong democracy

During a meeting with US Congressmen Bill Flores and Guy Reschenthaler on the morning of 
November 26, President Tsai Ing-wen stated that the situation in Hong Kong demonstrates the 
importance of Taiwan and the United States' joint defense of free, democratic values. As the 
strategic forefront of the Indo-Pacific region, she said, Taiwan is the first line of defense for 
democratic values. We will continue to strengthen our cooperation with the United States in all 
fields, so that we can make greater contributions to regional stability, prosperity, and 
development, she stated.

A translation of the president's remarks follows:

I still remember when Congressman Flores came to Taiwan in 2016 right after I took office. It is 
wonderful to see you again. I also want to welcome Congressman Reschenthaler on his first visit 
to Taiwan. Meeting with all of you before Thanksgiving makes this feel like a reunion of friends.

I want to personally thank both of you for your support for Taiwan. Congressman Flores is a 
member of the Congressional Taiwan Caucus, and he has lent strong support to bills supporting 
Taiwan, including our participation in international organizations and the signing of a bilateral 
trade agreement between Taiwan and the United States.

Since taking office earlier this year, Congressman Reschenthaler has staunchly supported 
Taiwan as well. In addition to signing the TAIPEI Act (Taiwan Allies International Protection 
and Enhancement Initiative Act) and the Taiwan Assurance Act, he has also voted in support of 
Taiwan-friendly resolutions. Thanks to your hard work and the efforts of many others, the 
Taiwan-US partnership has grown stronger across the board.

In a speech last month, Vice President Mike Pence said that the United States has "stood by 
Taiwan in defense of her hard-won freedoms." I would like to take this opportunity to say that 
Taiwan will be a steadfast partner to the United States.

As the strategic forefront of the Indo-Pacific region, Taiwan is the first line of defense for 
democratic values. Over the past months, the people of Hong Kong have continued to pursue 
freedom and democracy, only to be met with violent suppression. The worsening situation in
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Hong Kong only further demonstrates the importance of Taiwan and the United States'joint 
defense of free, democratic values.

We have also noted that the US House and Senate recently passed a bill supporting human 
rights and democracy in Hong Kong. This effort proves that these core values are not split along 
party lines. They are the overwhelming consensus of all democratic countries.

This year, Taiwan and the United States hosted the first-ever Pacific Islands Dialogue. We will 
continue to strengthen our cooperation with the United States in all fields, so that we can make 
greater contributions to regional stability, prosperity, and development.

Taiwan-US relations enjoy strong bipartisan support in the United States. I hope that you will 
continue to support Taiwan, and help bring our partnership to a new level.

https: //english.president. gov. tw/News/5Q2i

# # #
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Forging a united, democratic, and robust Taiwan

President Tsai's remarks on cross-strait relations in pre-election policy presentation broadcast

President Tsai Ing-wen participated today in a televised policy presentation, alongside the two other candidates 
for Taiwan's presidential election to be held on January 11, 2020. The following is a translation of the her 
remarks on cross-strait relations made during the broadcast.

A president must safeguard the national interest in the midst of the changing environment. As the tension rise 
between the U.S. and China, Taiwan must make the correct choice in accordance with its own national interest. 
China’s creeping encroachment poses a severe challenge, and the possibility of relying on strategic ambiguity is 
declining. The decision made by a national leader must be based on the national interest, and the leader of Taiwan 
must safeguard Taiwan’s sovereignty, democracy, and freedom. We stand with the mainstream international 
society not because of the personal preference of the leader, but because this is the necessary choice dictated by 
the national interest and values. There is no room for ambiguity or hesitation.

My approach for managing the cross-strait question has been veiy clear: We do not yield in the face of pressure, 
nor do we engage in provocation when we receive support, thus sustaining Taiwan’s sovereignty while stabilizing 
the cross-strait situation and gaining international affirmation. Taiwan is on the front line of the confrontation in 
the Western Pacific. Through three years of our efforts, it has become recognized by the entire world as the most 
stable, most reliable democratic partner in Asia.

But China has continued to target Taiwan with military intimidation, brainwashing via economic enticements, 
diplomatic suppression, and social penetration. In January, it even proposed a “Taiwan version” of the ‘one 
country, two systems” formula. Hong Kong’s predicament has made it veiy clear to eveiyone that democracy and 
authoritarianism are in conflict, and these two systems cannot coexist in one countiy. Taiwan absolutely cannot 
accept one country, two systems; on this point, my position has been clearer than anyone.

In order to protect national sovereignty and reject one countiy, two systems, we must strengthen our own 
capabilities. Thus, over the past three years, we have undertaken intense cooperation with like-minded countries, 
as well as enhancing Taiwan’s capacity to defend itself. These three years have seen the best Taiwan-U.S. relations 
in histoiy, Taiwan-Japan relations are much improved, and our relations with Europe are also experiencing 
demonstrable growth. International support for Taiwan’s participation in international organizations is at a 
historic high. At the same time, we have made a concerted effort to strengthen our integration into the global 
economy, and we can see fruits of this in the advancements of the New Southbound Policy, and in the upgrading 
of our cooperation with important economic and trade partners around the world.

We have worked hard to strengthen Taiwan’s self-defense capability, gradually raising the defense budget. Aside 
from necessaiy arms sales, plans for the domestic production of jet trainers and naval vessels are also ongoing.
The indigenous submarine program, which eveiy one of my predecessors aspired to but never managed to achieve, 
has finally been initiated during my term.
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At the same time, we have increased the benefits to our military service members and upgraded the equipment 
provided to our troops, allowing our soldiers to serve with more dignity and greater confidence. Though I have 
never served in the military, I have devoted greater attention to the state of Taiwan's armed forces than any 
previous president in our democratic histoiy.

However, to safeguard sovereignty and protect the nation, the most critical factor is whether the people are united. 
And the precondition for a united population is a shared understanding of our shared situation. Here I would like 
to put forward four understandings, of which Mr. Han Kuo-yu should take special note:

First, we must understand that China is the one damaging the status quo in the Taiwan Strait. The whole 
world recognizes that the one who is unilaterally changing the cross-strait status quo is the PRC, not Taiwan. As 
China rises, it is intent on rearranging the global order, and many countries are veiy waiy of this phenomenon.

Second, China is exploiting the 1992 consensus to hollow out the Republic of China. I know that some 
people in Taiwan cannot discern the changing trends, and still wish to rely on the illusory “1992 consensus” to 
deal with the pressures from the other side of the Strait. But within the so-called “1992 consensus” that they have 
recognized, “one China” is getting bigger and bigger as a result of China’s manipulations, while “different 
interpretations” gets smaller and smaller, to the point of having no space left at all. It is through this process that 
the Republic of China is being hollowed out.

Third, we cannot trade away our sovereignty for short-term economic gain. We want to see positive 
exchanges between the two sides of the Strait and have never restricted normal cross-strait interactions. But as the 
president of the Republic of China, I cannot bargain away national sovereignty for short term economic benefits, 
nor can I trade our sovereignty for the promise of economic development or diplomatic space.

Fourth, we have become alert to the reality that China is presently penetrating and infiltrating Taiwan’s 
entire society. China uses fake news, united front subversion, and many other tactics to expand its influence 
within Taiwan. Recently we have seen several cases involving CCP spies, including infiltration of networks of 
retired and active duty military service members, and even cases involving retired generals. These have all 
attracted a high degree of attention among our fellow citizens. Our imperative of constructing a comprehensive 
national security network is a very urgent matter indeed, and one that faces a very time frame. The five national 
security Acts and the Anti-Infiltration bill that we have put forward will be the last piece in the puzzle of the 
comprehensive national security net.

Going forward, we will continue to strengthen our values-based connections with the world, forging ties with 
like-minded countries on the basis of a “Taiwan model” of sustainability, accountability, and mutual benefit.

Over the next four years, I will continue to consolidate the shared understanding of the international situation 
among the citizens of Taiwan. Only by consolidating unity and a shared understanding can we avoid being divided 
and being swayed from our core values; and only through reaching a shared consensus can we achieve unity.

What China fears most is a united Taiwan, a democratic Taiwan, a robust Taiwan. Everything that I have done 
over the past three years—and would do in the next four—is aimed at making Taiwan more united, more 
democratic, and more robust. In the face of rapid change, only by strengthening our resolve, fortifying our 
national capacity, and uniting Taiwan can we win broad international support and achieve progress amidst 
stability.

•X--X--X-
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Broadcast video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fueoCSkrEFk
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